External Science Links

Neurobiology and Neuropsychiatry

- General Neurotransmitters (“Neuroscience for Kids”) [1]
- Neurons (Univ. of Texas) [2]
- Allen Brain Atlas [3]
- Society for Neuroscience (SFN) [4]

Signaling

- The Wnt Home Page (Dr. Roel Russe, Stanford Univ.) [5]
- Intro to Planar Cell Polarity (Dr. Jeff Axelrod, Stanford Univ.) [6]

Developmental Biology

- Human Development Website (Simbryo - UCSF login required for access) [7]
- Mouse Developmental Atlas (Medical Research Council) [8]
- Mouse Gene Expression (GenePaint) [9]
- Society for Developmental Biology [10]

Genomics/Proteomics

- Mouse Genetic Browser (UC Santa Cruz) [11]
- National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [12]
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